
LAGOS STATE MINISTRY Of EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

(MATHEMATICS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL)

PRIMARY FIVE FIRST TERM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

WKS TOPICS

WHOLE NUMBERS
Counting and wtiting of

numbers in thousands

and milltons

Usage of abacus and

number charts to identify

and read numbers

Pk•ce value of digits in

numbers

Place value of digits in

decåmal numbers

Ouantitative reasoning

Importance:
Day to day activities on counting

Countrg in thousands and

help in addition of

money. goods and commodities

in large quantittes.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

PupilÅ should be able to:

count in thousands and

millions

use abacus to form

given numbers

categonze the value of a

digit a whole numbev from

a given set oft digits in

decimal numbers or whole

numbers

compare and order whole

numbers to 100, 1000

round up nearest to the

nearest 10, 000

apply counting of large

numbers in real life

solve quantitative aptitude

problems related to place

value and whole numbers

2 ROMAN NUMERALS Pupils should be able to:

popils as individuals identity 
ot

digit in a qjven 
abacus Of

value number cards,

Pupils in small

a decimal numbec acco(dino to its value

Pupils in paics agango and

numbecs using an abacus

Example• focm and read on abacus

Answer: twelve thousand, four hundred and

thirty-three
QUANTITVE REASONING

Example:Rearrange these numbers trom tho

smallest to the biggest

169 242, 209 242.189 242.170 242.199 242

Answer:
169 242, 179 242, 242, 199 242.209 242

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

Example: identify the place value ot 9 in /

789 125
Answer:
7 789 125

Pupils:
cardsFew flash 

Changing Arabic

numerals into Roman

numbers
Changing Roman

numerals into Arabic

numbers
Addition and subtraction

involving roman numerals

Importance:
Page identification in books

It provides a new

representation of

numbers or numbering.

convert Arabic numbers into

Roman numbers

change roman numerals to

Arabic numbers

add and subtract questions

on roman numerals

solve quantitative aptitude

problems on roman numerals

are divided into two groups. 

are scattered on the floor, each having

Roman numerals written on it. Some

numbers are given to both teams, One

member from each team has to run with a

number and pick the necessary roman

numbers to match a required number given.

The first group to finish after 3 to 5 rounds is

the winner.

Sing roman numeral songs.

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

XL - Vill

100+12

32

CCXII

CORE

C,'illctii

sonai

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Student leadership and

Personal development

links

AUDIO
RESOURCES

Roman numerals

flash cards

Charts

Site links

Video links

3 ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION OF
NUMBERS

Pupils should be able to:

add and subtract whole

numbers involving three or

more terms

Pupils in small groups use a pair of abacus to
add or subtract three or more-digit numbers

Pupils as individuals apply place value in

addition and subtraction of numbers.

Communication and

collaboration

Critical thinking and

problem solving

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Abacus cmads

correct additL0

Addition of whole

numbers in thousands

and millions

Subtraction of whole

numbers in thousands

and millions

Real life problems on

addition and subtraction

in thousands and millions

Quantitative reasoning

Importance:
The knowledge of

addition and subtraction

tell addition story and

subtraction story.

carry out correct addition

Pupils in pairs tell stories that require addition
and subtraction in real life problems and solve
them

Student leadership and

personal development
numbed

ChartsRole play
and subtraction in everyday

life activities correctly.

solve quantitative aptitude

Physical
cnuntgß,

pebbles, moo€y

problems involving addition QUANTITATIVE REAS041N

and subtraction of whole Examples: Video links

numbers and decimal 1100
numbers

4500

Site links
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MUI iC./ujoN AND
OIVINION or

10.20. PO. 100.

200 and 1000.2000

Ouantitntivo

Importance:
Tho idoti of multiplication

and divinion helps in

calculntionn whoro

large digit nutnbort;

which aro paired or oro in

groups noodod to bo

counted.

5 PRIME NUMBERS

Identification of odd and

ovon numbers

Idonti(ication of primo

numbers legs than 200

Lowest Common
Multiples

Highest Common Factor
Quantitative Reasoning

Importanco:
LCM helps in multiples of

numbers

HCF helps in normal
division knowledge

6 FRACTIONS

Ordering of fractions
Changing fractions to
decimals

Changing decimals to
fractions

Changing fractions and
decimalb to percontago

by 10

100, 200 1000

Pupils ohould bo oblo to:

idontify ovon Odd

numboro in qivon 60t 01
numbore,

catogorizo primo numbort'

logo thon 200 from o Oivon

90t of nutnboct;

solvo prol)101iit' involving

LCM HCF
solvo qunntitntivo optitudo

problomt', rolotod to primo

numbors and factortj

Pupils should bo oblo to:

arrango tractions in

asconding or descending

ordor

change fractions to decimals

and vice versa

convert fractiono and

docimolo to porcontogos

solve cool life probloms.

j fiijii'tl i'

Of

Of

10

(A l/ litiv€i Milltipjicniioti)

oft

REASONING
t!xnmplo:

2904

Popilts;

in pniffi cotooorizo numbors 100% than 100

into odd or ovon numborti in tabular form
unino numbor tlnnh cordo

in tjmoll groupts uno flannol bourdo and cards
to idonti(y common ond multip10% of
Oivon numboro

clogo do o rolo ploy on skip counting of
numbors in twoo whoro numbors aro
dint(ibutod in osconding ordor round tho
clot"), pupil with numbor sayo his numb0f
aloud and 9top forward, followod by tho next
pupilo who otopg backward, In this mannor,
pupils with odd numbors and ovon numbers
would havo boon into two groups..

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE
Example:

10 18

90

5 2

Pupilb as o clang uso tho fractions chart in

computing porcontagos

Pupils cut a cardboard into two, resulting into
tho oamo action is topoatod in tho samo

pottorn tor ouch of tho slicos to give ',4, %otc,

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

example:

CORE

AiJOlO VISUAL

Site

-'Iumb9fYI.ffLh.YÄ

Video Link

Communication and

collaboration

Studont load€rship and

porsonal dovoloprrmt

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Critical thinking and

problem solving

and

collaboration

Student leadership and

personal development

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

Charts of factors of

numbers

Charts of mutuøes

Flash cards

Flmnel boards

Site jinks

video links
MIO* 'I/vou!u be/4eNrlq.

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

Cardboards

Fraction decimal

conversion charts

Fraction to

percentage

conversion charts

Decimal to
Quantitative roagoning

Importance:
it helps in buying and
selling

solvo quantitative aptitudo

problomo tolatod to

docima16, tractions and

porcontaqon

percentage

conversion charts

Percentage to

decirnal conversion

charts

edudelighttutors.com



It also heips in the

bankirg secbt
It helps easy sharing
of items or concrete

Review of he first half tem#
7 Md permc test

8 RATIOS

Relabonshq between
arc fractions

Sotvng æal life

problems an ratio

Q;antitative aptitude

Importance:
It h$s to detemine beter
prix of commodities in a
grocery store.

8 ADDITION AND
SUBTRACTION OF

FRACTIONS

Addition of fractions and
mixed numbers
Subtraction of fradions
and mixed numbers
Additjm of deernal

Subtactjon of decimal

Real life problems

Quantitative reasoning

importance:
-CabJiating stock market

-Measuring wood dimensions

used for building.

9 MULTIPLICATION O
FRACTIONS

Mutupbcation of decimals
by whole numbers

Mutuplicabon of fractions
Real life problems on
multiplication of decimals
and fractions

Quantitative reasoning

Importance:
-To calculate discount of an
item in sales.

-To determine the ingredients

needed to bake cake or
pastries.

de

Pupils shook} be able to:

review the first half term's

participate in the periodic

test

Pupils should be able to:

explain the meaning of ratio

express ratios in terms of

fractions

solve real life problems on

ratios.

solve quantitative aptitude

problems related to ratio

Pupils should be able to:

add and subtract fractions

with common denominators

add two proper fractions,

improper fractions and

mixed fractions

subtract proper
fractions, improper fractions

and mixed fractions

apply addition and

subtraction of proper and

improper fractions into real
life problems

use LCM method to add and
subtract fractions

solve quantitative aptitude
problems related to addition
and subtraction of mixed
numbers

Pupils should be able to:

multiply fractions

solve real life problems on
multiplication of fractions

multiply given decimals by
whole numbers

interpret and solve the
given real-life problems

solve given problems in
quantitative aptitude on
multiplication of decimals
and fractions

Pupils are to be grouped into three or more

groups to do revision on topics treated. Pupils

partictpate and interact with each other.

Pupils discuss their understanding on ratio

Pupils as a class perform a role play where

they split ten concrete materials between two

pupils; one taking three and the other seven.

In this way, we say that the ten concrete

materials are shared in the ratio three to

seven i.e. 3:7

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

1:4

0.75
0.23

Pupils as a class give examples of everyday
life activities where accuracy of addition and
subtraction of fractions are required e.g.
sharing pizza or slices of bread.

Pupils in a group use a tape measure to
measure the length of 2 arms of a pupil and
add the results together.

QUANTITATIVE REASONING
Example:

5

4

Pupils as individuals solve mental sum on
multiplication of numbers by 0 and 1
Pupils in pairs carry out multiplication of
fractions using fraction flash cards or charts
Pupils as a class recite the multiplication
times tables of 8 and 9 forward and
backwards.

Pupils in pairs give real life examples where
multiplication and division involving decimat
numbers or fractions can take place

Leadership skill

Communication 
and

collaboration

Citizenship

Critical thinking and
problem solving

Critical thinking and
problem solving

Communication and
collaboration

Student leadership and
personal development

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Communication and

collaboration

Student leadership and

personal development

note•

AUDIO

REsouN

socks,

Site links

anhtmd

video links

AUDIO 
VISA

RESOURCES
Fractm

Chart

and

SITE LINK
Site links

plan.htn

Video link

AUDIO VISUA

RESOURCES

CharS01fiSj

muliplesof10$t

dwt

MulbpicaW1

Site links

h IIS

Video 
links

ch.



LEARNING OBJECTIVESTOPICSWKS

10 DIVISION OF FRACTIONS
Division of decimals by

whole numbers

Division of fractions

Real life problems on

division of decimals and

fractions

Quantitative reasoning

Importance:
It helps in Maths puzzles

It helps in measuring

quantities

It helps in understanding

the nature of numbers

and their interaction

11 SQUARESAND
SQUARE ROOTS

Squares of numbers

Square roots

Square of whole

numbers up to 50

Square roots of whole

numbers up to 900

Real life problems on

squares and square

roots of numbers

Quantitative reasoning

Importance:
-Civil Engineers use it when
building a road coming off of
a hill side.

-Architects use it to prepare
blue prints of projects.

12 REVISION

13 EXAMINATION

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

QUANTITATIVE REASONING
Example:

Pupils should be able to:

divide fractions

solve real life problems on

division of fractions

apply the rule of shifting

decimal points to the left to

obtain result of division of

numbers by 10, 100 and

1000.

divide given decimals by

whole numbers

tell a division story on

fractions and interpret to
solve real-life problems

quantitative aptitude on

division of decimals and
fractions

Pupils should be able to:

find the square of a given
whole number more than
50

find the square root of a

perfect square of a whole
number greater than 400

perform basic operations on
squares and square roots
of numbers.

find the square root of
perfect squares

solve real life problems
related to square and

square roots

solve quantitative aptitude

1/2
2/3

1/6

4/5 5/8

QUANTITATIVE REASONING
Example:

3

2

3

Multiplication game

Players —3 or 4

Materials — poster board, a dice.
Procedure:

Draw a big circle on a cardboard. Divide the circle
into 16 to 18 segments. In each of the segments,
paste different fraction flash cards.
Each pupils in tum rolls a dice, the segment
where the rolled dice stops, the fraction there is
multiplied by the number that appears on the dice.
A point is recorded for correct answer. The first

u ils to score 5 ints is the winner.

Pupils as a class recite squares of numbers
using the squares of numbers charts placed
around the classroom

Pupils as a class discuss how squares and
square roots can be obtained and applied to
real life problems

Pupils use this mental maths drill to practice
calculation of squares of numbers

(56)2

1 st step

52 62

25 36

2nd step

5x2 = 10x6
= 60

problems relating to

squares and square roots 3rd step

of whole numbers
25 36

+ 60
31 36

QUANTITATIVE REASONING

122 12 x

12

625 25 x

25

REVISION REVISION

144

252

EXAMINATION EXAMINATION

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

Critical thinking and
problem solving

Communication and
collaboration

Student leadership and
personal development

Critical thinking and
problem solving

Communication and
collaboration

Student leadership and
personal development

REVISION

EXAMINATION

MATHEMATICS
LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

Charts on division of
numbers of 10 and
mulüples of 10 up to
90

Chart containing
worked problems
involving division of
numbers by 100 and

Flip chart

Fraction chart

Site links
https•]/study.com/academ

ylpopular/dividinq-

fractions-lesson-plan.html

Video links
https•]/m.youtube.com/wat

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

Squares of numbers

charts for reading and
identifying squares of

numbers

Charts on quantitative

aptitude problems on

square roots and
square of whole

numbers

Site links
https://study.com/academ

y/lesson/perfect-squares-

square-roots-up-to-144-

lesson-for-kids.html

Video links

https•(youtu.be/dTerpiRk

https•]m.youtube.hæatch?v

=nTPMNriPOMU

REVISION

EXAMINATION

edudelighttutors.com)


